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The article analyzes from a philosophical point of view the ontological, axiological, sociocultural aspects of 
the formation of a unique Kazakhstan model of religious tolerance and interfaith dialogue. The role and sig-
nificance of spiritual values of a secular and religious nature as a necessary condition for constructive social 
transformations are argued. It is proposed to consider the experience of Kazakhstan society on the formation 
of spiritual harmony as a fundamental condition for sustainable civilizational development. It is noted that at 
the moment there is a process of searching for ways of mutual understanding and mutual agreement. Thus, it 
is carried out in a dialogue, and in it - real cognition and understanding. Due to the complexity of the modern 
multi-polar world, a detailed review of the Kazakhstan model of religious tolerance and interfaith dialogue is 
proposed through the characterization of the Kazakhstani people. The dialogue itself should be built taking 
into account the binding conditions leading to understanding and agreement, organically developing into a 
close and mutually beneficial cooperation in achieving common goals. The dialogue of cultures as a complex 
sociocultural phenomenon has its own specific nature, its existence implies the mutual interest of the partici-
pants in the dialogue. The interdependence of the ideological content, the semantic field of dialogical interac-
tion and the real factors of life. Religion, as a carrier of spiritual and moral ideals and a keeper of cultural tra-
ditions, has a high value in the eyes of many modern Kazakhstan people. There is no doubt that compulsory 
changes in the ideological matrix, the paradigm of consciousness, the categorical system and the methods of 
reflexive thinking are indisputable. The article notes that in the social life of Kazakhstan spiritual consensus 
in the public life of Kazakhstan takes place in a historical context. Genuine secularism is defined as a product 
of civil identity, social creativity of citizens, recognition of religion as a positive component of the social 
world order. 

Keywords: religious tolerance, interfaith dialogue, spiritual harmony, dialogue of secular and religious, ka-
zakhstani experience. 

 

Over the years of its independence, the Republic of Kazakhstan has formed its own, in many ways 
unique, secular model of state-confessional relations based on the principles of equality of all citizens before 
the law and respectful attitude to personal convictions of everyone, regardless of language and attitude to 
religion. The state created all the necessary political, legal and socio-economic conditions for the develop-
ment of spiritual culture and traditional religious values of the Kazakh people. This allowed Kazakhstani so-
ciety to obtain the necessary experience of successfully organizing interfaith and interfaith dialogue and 
harmony, to maintain stability in the religious sphere, to form the spiritual immunity of the population in re-
lation to any form of manifestation of the ideology of religious radicalism and extremism. 

Today, Kazakhstan vividly demonstrates to the world that religion is capable of playing a crucial role in 
preserving spiritual harmony in society, strengthening national unity based on universal moral values, and 
various religious faiths can peacefully coexist and develop, achieving complete mutual understanding and 
mutual respect [1]. 

In modern Kazakhstan, special relations are established between the state and religions, in which no re-
ligion can be recognized as state or obligatory, and state policy is based not on the principles of any dogma, but 
on the basis of the specific interests of life support and the safety of citizens, society and the state generally. 

In Kazakhstan, as a democratic, secular, legal and social state, government decisions are made solely on 
the basis of the interests of the whole society, and not based on the interests of any religion or its individual 
followers. 

At the same time, Kazakh legislation recognizes the value of the most resolutely and ensures the free-
dom of conscience of every citizen. Citizens of the country have the right, independently and without coer-
cion, to determine their attitude towards religion or not to associate themselves with a particular religion and 
live without resorting to religious institutions. The state represented by state bodies and civil servants cannot 
force citizens to profess or not to practice this or that religion, but it helps to establish mutual consent and 
respect between citizens practicing religion and not professing it, as well as between different religious asso-
ciations [2]. 
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Accordingly, facing the phenomena of a destructive nature, arising from the grounds of religious radi-
calism and damaging the health, mental and material well-being of citizens, the state should take all neces-
sary measures to eliminate the real threat to the calm and peaceful development of Kazakhstan’s society. 

Therefore, one of the main tasks of religious studies is to obtain objective and reliable knowledge about 
the content of various religious views, helping an educated person to realize free and conscious self-
determination in the world outlook, spiritual interests and values, learn how to competently conduct the 
world view dialogue, master the art of understanding other people. 

The modern model of social development built in Kazakhstan society determines the daily meeting of 
different cultures and intercultural communications on a global scale, therefore the issue of the dialogue of 
cultures becomes especially relevant. A new cultural-temporal epoch is predestined to be the age of dialogue. 
Extremist challenges on a religious basis put humanity in the need to find an adequate response to terror and 
violence, learning not only to listen, but also to hear the voices of a foreign culture, another conscience, an-
other religion. The contact of religious and secular culture has been one of the most important «practical» 
problems of world history for thousands of years. In this regard, the analysis of the dialogue of secular and 
religious cultures is becoming urgent. But to solve this problem today is not possible without studying the 
specifics of the various options and models of their dialogue. 

The scientific community of Kazakhstan is set a very specific research goal - the analysis of social and 
cultural features of the dialogue between secular and religious culture in a historical context and contempo-
rary realities, taking into account the unique experience of the formation of spiritual harmony in public life in 
Kazakhstan. 

To achieve this goal it was necessary to solve the following tasks. First, to understand the nature and es-
sence of the dialogue of cultures and the culture of dialogue in the religious aspect. Secondly, to analyze the 
process of the genesis of the dialogue of secular and religious in culture. Thirdly, to explore the most signifi-
cant models of the dialogue of secular and religious culture in Eastern and Western civilizations. Fourth, 
study the modern Kazakhstan model of religious tolerance and interfaith harmony. 

The theoretical and methodological basis of such research can be the concept of the dialogue of cultures 
of such scientists as M.M. Bakhtin, V.S. Bibler, A.N. Nysanbayev, according to which dialogue as a univer-
sal phenomenon fixes the constructive side of cultural interaction, is an integrator of cultural integrity, shows 
the impossibility of the existence of culture outside the dialogue. In the context of globalization, character-
ized by trends towards cultural unification and cultural exclusion, the dialogue of cultures with its value ori-
entation towards ensuring world order and stability is an important factor in preserving cultural integrity. 
This is most characteristic of the Eurasian multicultural space, in which ethnic cultures develop models of 
dialogue, including both universal foundations and their own cultural characteristics. 

The dialogue of cultures as a complex sociocultural phenomenon has its own specific nature, its exist-
ence implies the mutual interest of the participants in the dialogue. The interdependence of the ideological 
content, the semantic field of dialogical interaction and the real factors of life are the fundamental character-
istics of the dialogue of cultures. 

Under conditions of cultural plurality, dialogue with its inner idea of equality of partners becomes the 
main balancing force that creates the integrity of the perception of the world, in which any culture should be 
heard and understood. 

The history of mankind itself is a history of communication of people with each other. «The very exist-
ence of man ... is the deepest communication. To be is to communicate», M.M. Bakhtin [3; 312]. 

V.S. Bibler warned against a primitive understanding of dialogue as different types of dialogue found in 
human speech that are not related to the idea of dialogue in the framework of the dialogue concept of culture. 
«In the» dialogue of cultures «it is about the dialogical nature of the truth itself (... beauty, goodness ...), 
that understanding another person implies mutual understanding of» I-You «as ontologically different per-
sonalities possessing - actual or potentially - different cultures, logic of thinking, different meanings of truth, 
beauty, good ... A dialogue understood in the idea of culture is not a dialogue of different opinions or ideas, 
it is always a dialogue of different cultures ...» [4; 299]. 

Kazakh philosopher A.N. Nysanbayev noted that in the context of globalization, the dialogue becomes 
a problem, «not a topic, but a complex and vital problem that, in an interconnected and conflicting world, 
permeates all spheres of modern life» [5; 3]. 

In the historical process of the existence of the object under study, periods of formation of certain stable 
structures and periods of their reproduction on their own basis should be distinguished, which, along with the 
functioning of these systems, also imply processes of their development. This logical component of the study 
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should be included in a wider historical context of consideration, which involves not only the reproduction of 
the system in the present, but also its sources and possible future prospects. The historicism of theoretical 
thought, ultimately, acts as a necessary condition for the understanding of the multivariance of the historical-
ly developing reality [6]. 

Today, secularism cannot be reduced to anti-religiousness, it is linked to the formation of universal mo-
rality, the development of rational ideas, knowledge and their dissemination through diverse social institu-
tions, including religious ones. Secularism suggests that civil society organically includes, along with other 
institutions, and diverse religious organizations and movements. But at the same time, it also implies a rejec-
tion of claims of religious organizations of any type for the approval of their monopoly on morality, educa-
tion, upbringing, not to mention the claims to power. An ideologically neutral understanding of secularism 
means the recognition as a value and actual presence in public relations of freedom of belief, freedom of 
conscience, belief and thought. 

Genuine secularism is one of the most important social values, a product of civil self-consciousness, so-
cial creativity of citizens. Such an understanding of secularism means the recognition of religion as a positive 
component of a social world pattern, enabling it to help strengthen the spiritual foundations of social well-
being and peaceful prosperity in our society. 

Many researchers state that modern humanity is in a rather deep spiritual and moral crisis, one of the 
reasons for which was the secularization of culture, the split of culture into two relatively independent 
spheres - secular and religious, which often oppose each other. Therefore, one of the most important social, 
cultural, and political problems facing any modern society striving for sustainable development is the ability 
to organize a dialogue of these cultures [7]. 

Religion, as a carrier of spiritual and moral ideals and a keeper of cultural traditions, has a high value in 
the eyes of many modern Kazakhstan people. In this regard, the power of religious ethics is increasingly be-
ing used to form the moral and spiritual world of the younger generation. Religious principles of traditional 
religions influence how many generations of people raised their children, buried the dead, worked, wrote 
books, and created great works of art. In other words, traditional religions have become an integral part of 
culture and public life. 

President N.A. Nazarbayev, in his speech at the II Congress of Leaders of World and Traditional Reli-
gions, noted that for thousands of years cultures based on faith had preserved their living word in history, 
and in a certain sense, preserving their religious spirit is the key to preserving the history of entire nations. It 
is not by chance that it was Kazakhstan that became an example of interfaith harmony for the whole world. 
The centuries-old experience of peaceful coexistence of Islam and Christianity, first of all, Orthodoxy, be-
came evidence of the brotherhood of the Kazakh, Russian and other peoples inhabiting our republic. Each 
religion in its own language brings to people human values, establishes the norms of behavior in society, acts 
as a custodian of the centuries-old spiritual values of peoples [8]. 

Today, Kazakhstan is undoubtedly a leader in promoting the ideas of the dialogue of secular and reli-
gious culture. The experience of this dialogue in our country has received recognition and support from polit-
ical and religious leaders around the world. By its practical deeds, the Republic demonstrates that agreement 
between peoples and religions, between secular and religious ideological positions is quite achievable. 
Thanks to the policy of President Nursultan Nazarbayev, the state has managed to build its own model of 
peaceful residence of various ethnic groups and denominations. 

Muslims and Orthodox, Catholics and Protestants, Buddhists and Jews - all respect each other. After all, 
every person has the right to choose their religious views, while not infringing upon the rights of other citi-
zens. That is why Kazakhstan already held five congresses of leaders of world and traditional religions (the 
sixth is scheduled for October 2018), during which spiritual hierarchs of various countries and peoples reaf-
firmed their desire for a unified civilization that would be based on generally accepted values of tolerance 
and freedom, for dialogue different cultures and religions. 

The secularism of the Kazakh state is the guarantor of the further development and modernization of 
these relations. The spread of spiritlessness and the radicalization of religious beliefs should not be allowed 
in Kazakhstan. The secular state implies respect and tolerance for the diversity of religions, encourages the 
creation of a secular type of humanism in society, forms a secular citizen, a patriot of his country who loves 
his homeland and does not exclude the position of strengthening the national culture and religions traditional 
for the state. The formation of a secular type of humanism will in turn influence the formation of a new type 
of religious culture that does not exclude interreligious tolerance and at the same time preserves the national 
identity of the country. 
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The model of relations between the state and religious associations in our republic is based on demo-
cratic principles of respect for human rights and freedoms, a balance of public and religious interests, part-
nership relations and the desire for mutual understanding. 

Kazakhstan is a good example of how people of different faiths live in peace and harmony. Such diver-
sity testifies to the respectful attitude of the state towards religious freedom, the preservation of the atmos-
phere of tolerance and tolerance in society. The republic as a multi-confessional and multi-ethnic state will 
continue to use the humanitarian and moral potential of world and traditional religions, and to maintain inter-
faith harmony and dialogue between secular and spiritual leaders. Today, thanks to tireless work and pa-
tience over the years of independence, Kazakhstan has created its own unique model of a society of inter-
ethnic and interfaith harmony, known and recognized throughout the world as the «Kazakhstani Way». 

The world, the dialogue of cultures and religions in Kazakhstan is rightly recognized as a world stand-
ard. Our formula of interethnic and interfaith harmony is also recognized by all progressive humanity, while 
the «Kazakhstan model» itself has become a model for example and imitation not only for its closest neigh-
bors, but also for many foreign countries, the subject of scientific study for experts, scientists and politicians 
worldwide. 

The phenomenon of Kazakhstan's success lies in the peculiarities of the history of our Motherland and 
its people, and the development of interfaith harmony is directly related to the processes of centuries-old in-
terpenetration of various types of civilizations and cultures in the middle part of Great Eurasia. 

In turn, the traditional tolerance inherent in the state-forming ethnic group, its benevolent attitude and 
respect for the representatives of other nations, cultures and faiths led to the construction of a strong and reli-
able foundation for the creative development and further prosperity of the young secular state in the new mil-
lennium. Over the past years, an unshakable foundation of the unity of the people has been created thanks to 
respect, mutual understanding, tolerance and harmony. In many ways, it was these spiritual bonds that be-
came the basis for the formation of an independent Kazakhstan. 

In his Message to the people of Kazakhstan «Strategy «Kazakhstan–2050». New political course of the 
established state «in the section» Religion in Kazakhstan in the 21st Century «President of Kazakhstan 
N.A. Nazarbayev noted that the Constitution guarantees everyone the freedom of religion. Everyone has a 
choice. However, the choice of religious preferences must be treated very responsibly, because it affects the 
way of life, life, often the whole life of a person. Today, in the age of the Internet and high technology, when 
the information flow is colossal, the «filter» must be inside a person. It is required to form a religious con-
sciousness that corresponds to the traditions and cultural norms of the country. Sincere faith should not be 
allowed to be replaced by aggressive and destructive fanaticism and extremism, when pseudo-religious rhet-
oric often hides criminal activity that undermines the foundations of society and encroaches on peace and 
stability in our country. Therefore, it is necessary to form new reliable mechanisms for overcoming social, 
ethnic and religious tensions and conflicts, strictly adhering to the principle of freedom of conscience, tradi-
tions of tolerance and religious tolerance [9]. 

Reducing the negative impact of religious radicalism is achievable, from our point of view, by develop-
ing critical thinking of people, widely informing the population about practices and methods of engaging in 
such organizations, working out protective mechanisms to counteract aggressive religious propaganda within 
the framework of specialized trainings in various educational formats. The main way to counter religious 
radicalism, and, accordingly, the formation of sociocultural cognitions of religious tolerance in society, is the 
ability of a person to choose the most reasonable way to achieve their individual and social well-being, op-
posing all sorts of destructive challenges of modern civilization. 

To create conditions that help develop this skill at all levels of social practice, we must, in our view, 
strive to fully implement the principle of democratization of education, recognizing for each member of so-
ciety the ability to independently master the universal, activity-based way of interconnecting with the outside 
world and allowing each person become an active participant in modern social transformations. 

In other words, one of the main tasks of upbringing and education is the formation of a more complex 
type of individual and universal culture, which allows a person to go beyond the framework of simplified 
perception and understanding of the world, since it is a complex cultural picture of the world that is associat-
ed with a certain maturity with respect to the perception of ideas, spiritual symbols and diversity of human 
interests. Thus, an educated person acquires a kind of spiritual immunity in relation to the aggressive-one-
sided methods of his particular activity imposed on him in a given situation, goes to a higher level of person-
al development, where the principle of toleration becomes an organic lifestyle. 
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Today, the education system is faced with the need to solve problems related to finding ways and means 
to form a new activity culture, the most important condition of which is mastering reflexive ability in think-
ing. Since, first of all, this ability allows any of the participants of a socially significant activity to connect to 
it at various stages, starting with the process of determining the motives and goals of the activity itself, 
thereby objectively depriving it of the possibility of being «doomed» to the role of a passive performer of 
someone else's will. It is upbringing and education that should lay in man the foundation of abilities for self-
realization, self-development, self-regulation, necessary not only for his free civil and professional orienta-
tion, but also, mainly, for the ability to develop his inner spiritual potential, to choose and build his own 
world of values, master creative ways of solving scientific and life problems, discover the reflexive world of 
your own «I» and learn how to manage it. 

The backbone of this process in our society is N.A. Nazarbayev considers the change in the appearance 
of Kazakhstanis, the characteristics of which should be the following features: «Firstly, this is a creative per-
son, competitive in the global world. Secondly, it is a pragmatist and realist, focused on achieving specific 
goals. Thirdly, it is a person who has strengthened the national identity and abandoned everything that hin-
ders the development of the nation. Fourthly, it is a man at the peak of global knowledge, for whom the cult 
of education is of paramount importance. Fifth, it is a conscious citizen who clearly understands that only 
evolutionary development gives the people a chance for prosperity. Sixth, it is a person with an open mind, a 
multilingual intellectual, ready for changes and perception of the best world experience» [10]. 

Modern Kazakhstan has chosen the path of modernization of the most important areas of not only social 
life, but also social consciousness as an adequate to the challenges of modernity of its civilizational devel-
opment strategy. At the same time, it was stated that the modernization of public consciousness should not 
only accompany large-scale transformations in economics and politics, not just complement them, but should 
act as their core, ahead of them in their striving to determine the correct, appropriate time challenges, guide-
lines for further development. The fundamental requirement of the proposed modernization is the need to 
change the «model of consciousness and thinking», taking the best of what the era carries. The model of reli-
gious tolerance and interfaith dialogue formed in Kazakhstan fully meets these requirements. 
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Д.К. Кусбеков  

Діни толеранттылық пен конфессияаралық диалогтың  
қазақстандық үлгісі: əлеуметтік-философиялық талдау 

Мақалада діни толеранттылық пен конфессияаралық диалогтың арнаулы қазақстандық үлгісінің 
қалыптасуының онтологиялық, аксиологиялық, əлеуметтік-мəдени қырлары философиялық тұрғыдан 
талданды. Конструктивті əлеуметтік өзгерістердің қажетті шарты ретінде зайырлы əрі діни сипаттағы 
рухани құндылықтардың рөлі мен маңызына дəлел келтірілді. Қазақстандық қоғамның рухани 
келісімге келу туралы тəжірибесін тұрақты өркениеттік дамудың негізгі шарты ретінде қарастыру 
ұсынылды. Қазіргі кезде өзара түсінік пен өзара келісімге келу жолдарын іздестіру үрдістерінің 
маңызды екендігі аталып өтілді. Соның арқасында диалогқа түсу жүзеге асырылды, ал онда шынайы 
таным мен түсінік көрініс табады. Заманауи көпқырлы əлемде діни толеранттылық пен 
конфессияаралық диалогтың қазақстандық үлгісіне қазақстандықтың сипаты тұрғысынан қарастыру 
ұсынылды. Диалог ортақ мақсаттарға жеткізу жұмысындағы өзара тиімді серіктестікке ұласқан 
түсінік пен келісімге құрылуы тиіс. Мəдениеттердің диалогы күрделі құрылымды əлеуметтік-мəдени 
құбылыс ретінде өзіне тəн табиғи ерекшелігі бар жəне оның жүзеге асырылуы диалогқа 
қатысушылардың қызығушылықтарына байланысты. Идеологиялық мазмұнның, диалогтың өзара 
əрекеттесуінің əрі өмірлік шынайы факторлары мағынасының өзара шарттылығы мəдениеттер 
диалогының негізі болып табылады. Дін рухани-моральдік идеалдардың жиынтығы əрі мəдени 
дəстүрлердің қорғаушысы ретінде көптеген заманауи қазақстандықтар үшін жоғарғы құндылықтарға 
ие. Дүниетанымдық матрицаның, сананың парадигмалары мен санаттық құрылымының рефлексивті 
ойлау тəсілдерінің өзгерісі өте маңызды əрі қажет болып табылады. Аталған мақалада тарихи 
тұрғыдан діни жəне зайырлы мəдениет диалогын жүзеге асырудың əлеуметтік жəне мəдени 
ерекшеліктерін талдау маңыздылығы, сондай-ақ Қазақстанның қоғамдық бірегей тəжірибесі қоса 
алынған заманауи шынайылық көрсетілген. Нағыз зайырлылық азаматтардың əлеуметтік 
шығармашылығы дінде қоғамдық əлемдік ахуалдың позитивті құрамдас бөлігі ретінде тану болып 
табылады. 

Кілт сөздер: діни толеранттылық, конфессияаралық диалог, рухани келісім, зайырлы жəне діни 
диалог, қазақстандық келісім. 
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Казахстанская модель религиозной толерантности и  
межконфессионального диалога: социально-философский анализ 

В статье с философских позиций проанализированы онтологические, аксиологические, социокультур-
ные аспекты формирования уникальной казахстанской модели религиозной толерантности и межкон-
фессионального диалога. Аргументированы роль и значение духовных ценностей светского и религи-
озного характера как необходимого условия конструктивных социальных преобразований. 
Предложено рассмотреть опыт казахстанского общества по формированию духовного согласия в ка-
честве фундаментального условия устойчивого цивилизационного развития. Отмечено, что в настоя-
щий момент имеет место процесс поиска путей взаимопонимания и взаимосогласия. Тем самым осу-
ществляется вступление в диалог, а в нем – реальное познание и понимание. В силу усложнения со-
временного многополярного мира предлагается подробное рассмотрение казахстанской модели рели-
гиозной толерантности и межконфессионального диалога через характеристику облика казахстанца. 
Сам диалог должен строиться с учетом обязательных условий, ведущих к пониманию и согласию, ор-
ганично перерастая в тесное и взаимовыгодное сотрудничество в деле достижения общих целей. Диа-
лог культур как сложноорганизованный социокультурный феномен имеет свою специфическую при-
роду, его существование предполагает взаимную заинтересованность участников в диалоге. Взаимо-
обусловленность идейного содержания, смыслового поля диалогического взаимодействия и реальных 
факторов жизни являются фундаментом диалога культур. Религия, как носитель духовно-
нравственных идеалов и хранитель культурных традиций, имеет высокую ценность в глазах многих 
современных казахстанцев. Бесспорна необходимость обязательного изменения мировоззренческой 
матрицы, парадигмы сознания, категориального строя и способа рефлексивного мышления. В статье 
отмечается важность анализа социальных и культурных особенностей осуществления диалога свет-
ской и религиозной культуры в историческом контексте и современных реалиях с учетом уникального 
опыта формирования духовного согласия в общественной жизни Казахстана. Подлинная светскость 
определяется как продукт гражданского самосознания, социального творчества граждан, признание 
религии позитивным компонентом общественного мироустройства. 

Ключевые слова: религиозная толерантность, межконфессиональный диалог, духовное согласие, диа-
лог светского и религиозного, казахстанский опыт. 
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